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10Abstract The emergence of Web 2.0 and some of its ascendant tools such as blogs and
11wikis have the potential to dramatically change education, both in how we conceptualize
12and operationalize processes and strategies. We argue in this paper that it is a change that
13has been over a century in coming. The promise of the Web 2.0 is similar to ideas proposed
14by Pragmatists such as Charles Peirce and John Dewey. Peirce proposed the logic of
15abduction as critical for the types of unique/progressive thinking that leads to creative
16problem solving and/or discovery. While logic based in deduction offers outcomes with
17certainty, logic based in abduction offers potentially valuable insights. Dewey tried to
18implement progressive education in the classrooms. Dewey’s ideas, while influential, were
19often misunderstood, or considered too idealistic and/or unworkable in the traditional
20classrooms. Logics based in abduction required that different major premises and
21hypotheses for problem solving be held simultaneously and over time. This type of
22scenario is often times difficult if not impossible in education based on direct interactions.
23Hypertext, especially as capture through emerging tools of Web 2.0, may offer the
24technologies that enable the type of information based networks within the education
25process that promote abduction and the democratic classroom as Dewey envisioned.

26Keywords Wikis . Web 2.0 . Cooperative/collaborative learning . Improving classroom
27teaching . Interactive learning environment
28

29Introduction

30The emerging tools of the Internet—specifically the reading/writing tools of Web 2.0 have
31the potential for the development of important innovations in the way we conceptualize the
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32relationship(s) between learning and thinking, especially in the ways we operationalize
33these relationships in educational processes. Web 2.0 is technology that emerges not only
34out of the Internet, but also out of many of the ideas on which the World Wide Web was
35originally based. At the core of Web 2.0 tools is control of data by users, architectures of
36participation, remixable data and the ability to transform data, and the harnessing of
37collective intelligence (Oreilly 2007). These abilities were foreshadowed by work three
38decades earlier in hypertext (Nelson 1965) and mind augmentation (Bardini 2000). These
39Web 2.0 applications take education, perhaps for the first time, beyond the metaphors of
40page (Oreilly 2007) and print to a wholly new relationship between human thinking and
41information (Glassman and Kang 2010).1 The two Web 2.0 tools that have made the
42qualities of hypertext accessible to most users are blogs and wikis.
43However, it is also possible to view Web 2.0 as harbinger of innovations a long time
44coming. These innovations are similar in many ways to ideas on human thinking, learning,
45creating and educating envisioned more than a century ago by Charles Sanders Peirce, John
46Dewey and the Pragmatists. Peirce suggested that human thinking is part of a system with
47shifting balance and converging/diverging hypotheses (Peirce 1923/1998). Dewey looked
48to develop classrooms as process-oriented systems, where individuals collaborate by
49bringing their premises and understandings of particular problems together in search of
50unique approaches for solutions to new challenges (Dewey 1916). Dewey’s emphasis on
51the processes of progressive/creative problem solving and novel, forward-looking thinking
52are at the core of his ideas of democratic education (Glassman 2004). Dewey never really
53saw his ideas of democratic education succeed at a policy level. He lamented late in his life
54(Dewey and Bentley 1949) that unless we developed a new way to recognize human action
55as part of a larger, inter-related system, we would not gain a true understanding of the
56complexities of thinking, or it can be surmised a meaningful way to educate.
57We argue in this paper that the development of the Internet, and its most pervasive tool the
58Web, has for the first time created the possibility for transparent, on-demand dynamic systems of
59activity: the types of counter-balancing systems that help promote progressive, creative thinking.
60Hypertext as originally conceived and the way it has been operationalized as part of the Web
61provides the type of non-linear, scale-free networks of interconnected nodes that promote logics
62of discovery. The new technologies of the Internet and their abilities to bring the precepts of
63hypertext into the everyday classroom offers possibilities for direct education models that nurture
64and foster one of the most exceptional human abilities: individuals working together and
65generating new thinking and hypotheses out of old to meet demands of an ever shifting ecology.

66Three logics of human thinking—deduction, induction, and abduction

67At the heart of the human ability to adapt quickly and adjust to changing environments is
68the capacity to engage in what C.S. Peirce referred to as the logic of abduction.2 Abduction

1 In this paper we concentrate on only two tools, blogs and wikis, because we believe them to be the most
relevant for education processes, but Web 2.0 is much larger in scope (including platforms such as Google
Documents and Double Click) and still very much in its infancy.
2 Peirce actually used three different labels for this “third” logic (after deduction and induction) (Paavola
2004). Early in his career he referred to this third logic as hypothesis (inference). Later in his career, because
of confusion about how Aristotle used the term, he switched to retroduction. During the period when Peirce’s
thinking was most closely aligned with the early development of Pragmatism (last decade of 19th century,
first decade of 20th century (Menand 2001)) he used the word abduction. Primarily for that reason we used
the label abduction in this paper.
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69represents the ability to recognize and respond to important information almost
70immediately, and use that response to change our scientific problem solving as the
71circumstances demand. Many educators reading the previous sentence will wonder “what is
72abduction?” to which we would respond, “Exactly.” The concept of abduction receives little
73overt reference in many current discussions of teaching and learning. One possible reason is
74that the logic of abduction is more difficult to fit into learning confined by space and/or
75time. In Peirce’s scheme there are actually three types of logical inquiry: the syllogistic
76logic of deduction where premises are pre-set and generated hypotheses are pre-determined,
77the more creative but also more volatile logic of induction, and the logic of discovery and
78hypothesis generation, abduction.

79Deduction and certainty: A classroom apart

80The current emphasis on standardized tests that tend to examine how well students can
81reason based on accepted major premises suggests the dominant logic in much classroom
82education is deduction. Deduction proceeds from major premises, to inevitable minor
83premises and conclusion: e.g., All men are human (accepted major premise), Socrates is a
84man (obvious minor premise), therefore Socrates is human (inevitable conclusion that is
85already contained in the premise). Deduction is an important part of any educational
86program. But misusage and/or overemphasis of deduction as the primary route to problem
87solving can stifle the type of thinking necessary for inventive resourceful thinking,
88engendering adaptations to new circumstances.
89Deduction is so dominant that whenever the term logic is used deductive/analytic
90structures are assumed to be what we are talking about.3 Peirce himself believed deduction
91to be the paradigmatic syllogistic logic (Paavola 2004) and that it is the strongest type of
92logic from an evidentiary perspective. Educational strategies and practices based on logics
93of deduction suggest that dependable premises exist as a natural part of nature. There is a
94defined logic and (limited participation) architecture to the world that we either recognize
95through our mind’s innate tendencies (Chomsky 1986) or discover through our interaction
96and experimentation with the universe (Piaget and Inhelder 1969). What is common to
97deductive teaching strategies is that however the major premises are taught, once learned
98they will naturally serve as the default architecture for guiding our actions, overriding all
99other thinking structures by virtue of obviousness and efficacy. This is the view shared by
100cognitive theorists as disparate as Chomsky (1986), Piaget and Inhelder (1969), Vygotsky
101(1987) and Flavell (1979).4 The only things that can keep these deductive structures from
102dominating our thinking are “non-cognitive” issues such as “emotions.”
103The reason deductive logic is dominant is because it is representative of the way the
104world actually works and therefore enables us to develop the types of hypotheses most

3 In this paper when we use the term logic we are talking about any cohesive thinking structure(s) that guide
the way that we recognize and understand the world around us. Logic is very close to the concept of
cognitive architectures proposed by Connectionists (Rumelhart and McClelland 1986), systems theorists
(Bateson 1979), and/or network theorists (Sun 2002)—interrelated pieces of information that coalesce
through experience, interconnections, and preferential attachments (Barabasi 2003) into a defined, active, and
engaged system for organizing the world.
4 There are only three logics for Peirce—deduction, induction and abduction, and abduction has its roots in
Pragmatism. It might be possible to make the argument that a theorist such as Vygotsky actually promotes
inductive problem solving, but that is a discussion for another time.
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105likely to control it. Conclusions are foretold as long as the thinking is clear. On the
106other hand, there are two interrelated reasons deductive logic tends to be insufficient in
107real world problem solving (and therefore should not be the sole focus or even the
108primary focus of educational strategies)—there are far fewer of these pre-existing
109patterns in the world than most people believe (many claim the mantle of deductive
110logic for their belief systems) and deduction is a back-looking form of thinking (based
111on what has already occurred) rather than a forward-looking form of thinking (based on
112trying to understand what may occur).
113Deduction is the most common logic found in the classroom. It is an important part of
114human thinking but it is not representative of all logics.

115Induction and disparate understandings

116A second set of educational strategies, less common, is based on logics of induction.
117These strategies prioritize the individual experiences of the learner over instruction in
118pre-determined premises. A series of individual cases a logical thinker comes across
119can be developed into a major premise (every swan I see is white, therefore all swans
120are white). Logical structures are pieced together through ongoing experience, usually
121involving some type of real-world problem solving, and tied directly to issues the
122individual faces in everyday life. Because of this, the developed logical structures are
123thought to be more immediate, more applicable, and therefore both more worthwhile
124and more meaningful in the life of the learner. There is less recognition that deductive
125reasoning is a more efficacious and/or more dominant problem-solving tool. Those
126ascribing to the importance of inductive reasoning sometimes argue that major premises
127in deductive thinking can too easily be simple misapprehension of agreed upon
128variations of institutionalized inductive thinking. For these reasons, it can be useless or
129even detrimental to push supposed deductive logic on learners. Those proposing
130inductive models might further argue that pushing of logics of deduction and the
131universal patterns they are based upon is frustrating and ultimately inconsequential for
132both the learner and the teacher, especially when they do not share the same everyday
133experiences in the building of thinking architectures.
134A more generalized social argument for induction arises around the idea that imposing
135one social group’s institutionalized inductive logic structures on a more marginalized group
136is unjust and a version of oppression. Many of those who follow an inductive approach to
137education are inspired by the works of John Dewey (Glassman 2001). (Although we
138contend that a close reading of John Dewey’s approach argues for an abductive stance—one
139of the reasons his ideas have difficulties in application). Many of the ideas and strategies
140suggesting student-centered educational practices (Kilpatrick 1936) such as long term
141projects (Katz and Chard 2000) and the Reggio Emilia approach (Edwards et al. 1998) are
142based on inductive educational practices. Individuals are constantly building and rebuilding
143their thinking based on relevant everyday experiences.
144Logics of induction often fall prey to a general criticism that runs from David Hume
145(1748/1957) to Stephen Jay Gould (1987)—criticisms that can be used with devastating
146effect. It is too easy to recognize systems that you are pre-disposed to recognize in the
147pieces of evidence you encounter. This can lead to claims of cohesive logical systems that
148are more a product of the interpreter’s belief systems than any true system of thinking—or
149as Gould put it, a compilation of “just so stories.” This danger has often relegated logics of
150induction to secondary status in educational strategies.
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151The logic of abduction: Generating new hypotheses for new problems

152Peirce argued for abduction as a third type of logic, and we suggest in this paper that it can
153also be central to a third educational strategy. The process of abduction has mostly been
154forgotten in overt practice, perhaps because it is so difficult to recreate in on-demand
155educational settings (e.g., the classroom). Abduction is the most systems-oriented type of
156logic with an emphasis on lateral relationships in thinking systems or architectures (Bateson
1571979). Abduction is also more dynamic in character and based on the types of continuously
158changing interrelationships that you usually find in organic systems (Bateson 1972). It is
159also the most closely related to modern ideas about hypertext and the Web (Nelson 1965;
160Berners-Lee 1999).
161Peirce’s conception of abduction evolved from his initial interest in a third logic that
162concentrated on inference and the development of hypotheses (Paavola 2004). The ideas on
163abduction presented here emerged during the same period. Peirce, James and Dewey were
164forming intellectual alliances and laying the groundwork for the Pragmatic philosophy
165(Menand 2001). It was during this period of intense theoretical development in Pragmatism
166that abduction became less about establishing some type of major premise based on
167inference to a more process oriented logic: a logic that attempts to discover the most
168efficient possible hypothesis, which serves as first step in drawing a conclusion about why
169something unique occurred. Peirce’s (1903/1997) own formulation was,

170The surprising fact C is observed
171But if A were true, C would be a matter of course
172Hence there is reason to suspect that A is true.

173The next step in the reasoning/evidentiary process is to scientifically test A to see if it is
174indeed true. What is implicit in this logical formulation, but explicit in Peirce’s larger
175framework is that there are always competing premises (beyond just A) that might make C
176true as a matter of course.
177The key to the logic of abduction is to pick the hypothesis/premise that has the best
178chance of surviving a rigorous scientific exploration. This initial step is the most important
179but also the most difficult because you must examine each premise in relation to every other
180possible premise as part of a whole system. This phenomenon was captured by Yu (1994) in
181partial syllogistic form,

182The surprising phenomenon X is observed.
183Among hypotheses A, B, and C, A is most capable of explaining X.
184Hence there is reason to pursue hypothesis A (in scientific experiment).

185The most difficult part of this logic, the part that many thinkers have struggled with
186(including early Pragmatists James, Dewey, and Mead), is how you move from among
187hypotheses A, B and C to A is most capable so that the process involves what Paavola
188(2004) referred to as an “economy of research.”5

189The argument that we will make in this paper is that Dewey (among others) attempted to
190establish a workable process for this efficient type of hypotheses generation through his
191democratic classroom, but ultimately failed. This failure we believe can be attributed, at

5 Q1This is why abduction is different from just multi-voice perspectives (Bakhtin 2004). Abduction is not just
about recognizing other perspectives but organizing them in an attempt to differentiate the best possible
hypothesis.
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192least in part, to a lack of appropriate tools. The actual process of abduction does not begin
193until a relevant problem presents itself. Abduction is more relational (and systems-oriented)
194than other logical processes because the generation of distinctive hypotheses to solve new
195problems is dependent on interrelationships between individuals as independent informa-
196tion sources with different histories, experiences, and premises for solving the problem. The
197interconnections need to be lateral (at least begin that way) rather than hierarchical (e.g.,
198just because node A generated an economical hypothesis for problem 1 does not in any way
199predict node A will come up with the best hypothesis for problem 2). A generated
200hypothesis only gains credence if it provides concrete outcomes in solving the targeted
201problem.
202It is the relational quality of abduction that is most problematic in education. It is also
203where we believe the Internet in the form of Web 2.0 tools as hypertext can have the
204greatest impact The relational aspect of abduction requires that different premises and
205hypotheses exist concurrently with independent identities as integrated parts of a
206cooperative milieu (so that ideas are not competing with each other for dominance). Ted
207Nelson (1965) first established the concept of hypertext as an “adjunct to creativity.”
208Hypertexts are files (interconnected systems of information nodes) with “idiosyncratic
209arrangements, total modifiability, undecided alternatives ...” (p. 84): The type of system
210where Peirce’s logic of abduction could come to fruition. Web 2.0 tools such as wikis and
211blogs makes hypertext accessible and open to participatory educational initiatives.
212Abduction is the type of logic that can often lead to creative problem solving. It has been
213difficult to implement within the classroom because it is dependent on non-hierarchical,
214lateral connections between members of a group. Abduction also demands that different
215premises and hypotheses be maintained simultaneously through the process of problem
216solving.

217The certainty-value continuum in education

218Peirce saw the different types of logics as being on a continuum with deduction offering the
219most certain outcomes and abduction offering outcomes with the least certainty but the
220greatest value.6 Abduction creates new ideas and new ways of understanding and thinking
221about the world. Abduction is really the only true logic of discovery (Simon 1987) and is
222almost certainly the process by which much scientific and social progress is made, and yet
223lessons using abduction as a primary tool of problem solving can be difficult to find in
224many traditional classrooms, especially those geared towards standardized testing
225(standardization of content knowledge by definition promotes deduction). Abduction
226allows for adaptation through creation of new hypotheses but deduction often remains the
227default information system. It is easier to develop and transfer information based on already
228accepted major premises. Such transfers are more amenable to available tools for storing
229and disseminating information up until now (e.g., print media), and fit the needs of social
230systems concerned with maintenance and their own re-creation (Dewey 1922).
231In spite of the complexities involved in the development of creative hypotheses,
232hypothesis generation plays an important and necessary role in human activity. The more
233efficient the initial hypothesis is, the greater the possibility of finding a solution to the

6 By value we mean relative economic worth is solving a problem along Peirce’s idea about an “economy of
research.”
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234problem (hence the value of the best possible hypothesis). Abduction demands not only
235lateral recognition of competing premises and hypotheses, but also time, patience, and a
236willingness to accept (some times high levels of) uncertainty.
237While lessons based on deduction offers outcomes with greater certainty, thinking with
238logics of abduction have the potential for greater creativity and added value to the process.
239Educational processes need to incorporate both ways of thinking.

240From the democratic classroom to Artificial Intelligence: The search for abduction

241We believe the timing of Peirce’s development of his mature ideas on abduction is critical
242in understanding its relationship to education and the classroom. Peirce’s more developed
243conception of abduction seemed to evolve during Pragmatism’s seminal stages of
244development as James, Peirce and Dewey were struggling to develop the philosophy of
245Pragmatism.7 Dewey published his seminal article on the “Reflex Arc Concept” (see
246Glassman 2004 for an extended discussion of this article) in the same year that Peirce wrote
247“Lessons from the History of Science,” the first work that clearly marked the new trajectory
248in his thinking about abduction (Paavola 2004). Some researchers have suggested that
249Peirce, James and Dewey were developing distinctly different philosophical approaches
250(e.g., Yu 1994). Some suggest that Dewey didn’t come under the influence of Peirce until
251later in his career (Prawat 2001). We suggest that Pragmatists of this period were all
252working on the same project and converging on the same philosophical ground, albeit with
253different priorities.8

254Dewey was attempting to take the core ideas of Pragmatism (which includes a focus on
255scientific, empirical inquiry and a logic of discovery) and develop an Instrumental
256Pragmatism that could directly influence how people become part of the world around them
257in their everyday lives (Eldridge 1998). Initially, Dewey saw his Instrumental Pragmatism
258having its greatest salience and resonance in society through education (Glassman 2001;
259Glassman and Kang 2009). We believe Dewey used many of the general tenets of
260Pragmatism to help him develop his early curricula for the Chicago Laboratory School.
261Menand (2001) thinks that it was his work in the laboratory school that pushed Dewey
262further towards James’ Pragmatism. In either case, there is a good chance that Pragmatism
263as it was developing at the time and Dewey’s educational project influenced each other in
264important ways.
265One of the purposes of democratic education was to develop a technology that
266prioritized hypothesis generation as the initial phase of inquiry in the learning process.
267Dewey wanted to find a way to create an environment conducive to linking individual
268perspectives on real world problems through lateral dialogue. Each person should have an
269equal opportunity and equal weight in proposing their hypothesis for a solution to a
270targeted, real world problem. Dewey seemed to view deduction as a fallback position in
271human conduct (Dewey 1922), necessary (providing information with high levels of
272warranted assertability) but insufficient for true progress (Dewey 1938). It is important if
273not critical, to use major, agreed upon general premises for much of everyday living
274activity. But this can quickly develop into habits of thinking. Dewey believed education’s
275primary role is fostering the more difficult (and often uncomfortable because it promotes

7 The relationship between Peirce and Dewey was contentious.
8 It is useless to try and determine who influenced whom. The record for this type of historical understanding
simply does not exist at this point.
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276the unknown) logic of discovery.9 Certainty is the safety net for both society and the
277individual, but discovery is ultimately more valuable because it represents society’s
278promise. Acceptance of simultaneity and symmetry of ideas, along with the inevitable
279uncertainty of original hypotheses, has to be learned through successful interest-based
280problem solving (Dewey 1916)—a thesis similar in some respects to Nelson’s original
281conception of hypertext. A class should be a dynamic file filled with nodes generating
282alternative hypotheses.
283Dewey’s educational models may have been demanding too much in the traditional
284classroom. He was asking educators and students to do something psychologically difficult
285(give up certainty) by doing something close to operationally impossible (maintaining an
286equal footing for every hypothesis generating node/participant in the problem-solving
287community). Dewey’s ideas in practice often devolved in one of two directions. Either the
288process is declared unworkable (or too idealistic), teachers and students opt for the more
289comfortable certainty of deductive logic; or Dewey’s ideas were translated into a student-
290centered and primarily inductive approach with greater emphasis on student’s interest. The
291role of interest is also important in Dewey’s approach but worth far less when not integrated
292into a larger systematic approach to problem solving in particular and human conduct in
293general.
294Dewey’s attempts to introduce a rigorous logic of discovery into the classroom never
295gained a strong foothold in education. Positing of major premises and teaching deductive
296strategies for general problem solving became a more important focus of practices, research
297and policy in education.10 Even though a strong argument can be made that abduction is
298both more natural to the way humans think when attempting to adapt to new environments/
299ecologies (Glassman and Kang 2010), and more important to human progress and problem
300solving, abduction has fallen by the wayside because the right technology just did not exist
301to cultivate this logic in the classroom. Dewey’s idea of small problem-solving groups was
302too open to pitfalls (inability to promote multiple premises simultaneously, time and space
303constraints, distance from everyday social and societal expectations).
304The emerging tools of the Internet offer new technologies that overcome many of the
305natural constraints on abduction. The “abduction friendly” nature of electronic information
306was foreshadowed by research in Artificial Intelligence (AI) and attempts to recreate
307abduction through computer programs (Konolige 1992). The AI experiments in abduction
308suggest two things—that abduction is the most compelling aspect of human thinking, and it
309is also the most difficult to recreate in any type of artificial or on-demand ecology. The AI
310researchers actually provide a reason as to why Dewey’s vision of a democratic classroom
311was never able to gain traction—abduction requires the balancing of multiple premises and
312hypotheses at the same time and not weighted, with none taking initial precedence. The
313quality of the generated hypothesis is determined solely through the initial stages (logic) of
314the problem-solving process. If a hypothesis does not work, it is reintegrated into the
315general file of information nodes11 so that another efficient hypothesis can be generated.

9 Dewey never used Peirce’s label of abduction for his logic of discovery. This may have been the result of
Dewey’s resistance to Peirce’s sometimes obscure word use. For example Dewey was very resistant to the
label Pragmatism which is one of the reasons he started calling his own work Instrumentalism (Menand
2001).
10 We would make the argument that the report “A Nation at Risk” (National Commission on Excellence in
Education 1983) gave deduction preeminence as educational strategy and goal that it has not relinquished.
11 We define node as defined information source. A node can be as small as information in the mind or as
large as an institution. What is critical is that there is equivalence between nodes in a given network such as a
“classroom.” For the most part in this paper, it refers to humans acting within a socially defined network.
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316Generally, even when using carefully written computer programs to help balance and
317choosing, the possible hypotheses (and therefore the problem) must be constrained in order
318for abduction to not evolve into chaos.
319What AI researchers did, in their early abduction-based protocols, was to establish
320their premises that (human-based) thinking is distributed ( Q2Hollan et al. 2000), systematic
321(Peirce 1923/1998; Bateson 1972), and dynamic in nature (Dewey 1922; Bateson 1979).
322The ability to hold different premises and hypotheses simultaneously is critical. The value
323of each premise lies in its ability to function as an independent information source (node)
324that communicates laterally with other nodes to develop an original, probable hypothesis
325that serves as the initial step of inquiry into the problem at hand. To take the example of a
326classroom environment, a teacher walks into a room with 20 “students” who have
327different premises for how to solve a particular problem they are facing. If the teacher is
328taking a deductive approach, the general premise of the learning activity has already been
329set (and indeed the setting of specific goals for even a 40 min lesson is considered an
330important part of “good” planning) and a hierarchy of information has been established
331(with more marginalized information nodes—those who have the least overlap with the
332teacher—going unrecognized). The teacher is focused on getting students to appropriate
333pre-set major premises, and then develop minor premises and conclusions as a matter of
334course.
335The space of the traditional classroom—defined by four walls and closed doors—is both
336concrete and metaphorical in establishing constraints on the learning process. Even if
337teacher and students have high levels of overlap in their major premises, the lesson
338sacrifices the value in having students generate, balance and test their own hypotheses to
339the certainty afforded by the teacher-generated hypothesis. Learning is based more on habit
340than discovery, and while this might help in the development of specific skill sets in solving
341pre-determined problems, it is less helpful in the processes of solving new problems in a
342dynamic ecology. If a teacher bases the lesson on abduction rather than deduction in a
343traditional classroom learning activities can easily devolve into educational anarchy where
344certainty is lost but nothing of value is actually created—no efficient, capable hypothesis in
345which the entire group is invested will emerge. The group becomes a cacophony of
346competing information sources where teacher and students begin to crave any type of
347ordering. The sources of information (nodes) act independently, but fail to coalesce into a
348problem-solving system.
349Hypertext based tools not only present, but by their very nature promote a system
350where almost any number of concurrent nodes can easily and constructively engage
351each other without fear of being overrun or eclipsed. Internet-based, hypertext-capable
352tools such as blogs and wikis offer the opportunity for non-linear, simultaneous
353interrelationships between information sources that makes Pragmatic education more
354possible. Internet tools offer a systematic approach that recognizes the role of certainty,
355but emphasizes the value in ways that might better reflect both the cultural
356development of human thinking and the way in which the human mind works
357(Glassman & Kang, 2010).
358Dewey’s democratic classroom lacked the types of communication/ information
359technologies that promote, or even enable, abduction. Researchers in Artificial Intelligence
360attempted to recreate abduction through programming, but even they ran into trouble
361maintaining and balancing different premises in problem solving. Internet-based tools such
362as blogs and wikis have the potential to create the type of transparent, on-demand hypertext
363environment where abduction is much more likely to become part of the problem solving
364activity.
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365Scale free networks and the logic of abduction

366Computers have been used to great effect in deductive learning strategies, increasing the
367available quantity, quality, and speed of information. But we suggest that the true promise
368of computers lies in the Web and its ability to link nodes as hypertext (Berners-Lee 1999),
369in non-linear, scale-free systems (Barabasi 2003).
370In order to understand why Web 2.0 tools provide such an opportunity for abduction-
371oriented educational practices, it is important to understand their line of descent as the
372computer has developed as combination cognitive/social tool. This line of descent includes
373Douglas Engelbart’s original ideas about computers as augmenting the human mind
374(Bardini 2000), Nelson’s conception of hypertext (Nelson 1965, 1995), and Berners-Lee’s
375vision for creating an inter-linking system of hypertext files (Berners-Lee 1999).
376One of Engelbart’s primary ideas about the computer centered on its role as a distributed
377information system that could extend the human mind out into the information universe to
378work with other extended minds in developing solutions to unique problems (Bardini
3792000). Engelbart suggested that computers, by being able to store, make accessible, and
380maintain simultaneously different types of linked information, could qualitatively change
381the way humans approached problem-solving tasks. During approximately the same period,
382Nelson (1965) was developing the concept of hypertext—non-linear text that could move
383beyond its initial, linear structure by allowing the readers to extend their thinking out as a
384natural function of the interactive process between human and text.
385The development of the Internet as a powerful tool for retrieving, accessing and storing
386information in many ways brought ideas posited by Engelbart and Nelson to fruition
387(Berners-Lee 1999). When Berners-Lee first envisioned the Web he was thinking primarily
388in terms of interlinked hypertext pages (very similar to wiki pages) that could influence and
389recreate each other using processes very similar to the logic of discovery (abduction) that
390we have described in this paper. Information should be continuous, non-linear in nature,
391able to access other nodes through simple links with the ability to recreate information
392based on new possibilities. Web 2.0 tools such as blogs and wikis offer the potential to
393create problem-centered scale-free systems (or files) that focus on a logic of discovery by
394inter-linking nodes, incorporating any number of users as partners in the system.
395Scale-free networks are self-generating, interconnected, functional systems with
396unlimited connectivity between nodes (Barabasi 2003). Rather than developing through a
397series of consecutive one-to-one interactions (node A connects with node B and then node
398B connects with node C), they develop through interconnections between nodes existing
399and acting simultaneously within a field. To bring this idea down to the concrete level of
400education, most classrooms and educational strategies assume traditional network
401development. Node A (the teacher) makes a direct connection with node B (the student)
402allowing them to become part of a larger pre-existing system that the teacher is already part
403of. For example, the teacher makes a connection in a social studies class about the reasons
404behind the Civil War bringing the student into the socially accepted system of thought.
405Node B eventually becomes a teacher and makes a connection with a future node C
406(a student of the next generation), bringing the next student into the same pre-existing
407system of acceptable information.
408The network advances one direct connection at a time. In many cases this is the accepted
409model of teaching, but sometimes the idealized model of education, where a special teacher
410makes a connection with a particular student and “makes a difference” by successfully
411bringing them into the larger system. The teacher must be careful of in-connections during
412this network-developing process (too many competing ideas make lessons chaotic and
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413difficult to get the point across)—referred to as “in-power” in network theory. The teacher
414must also be careful of out-connections during this process (the teacher must differentiate
415between those students who are truly interested, giving them high grades, and marginalizing
416students who show less interest in the information)—referred to as “out-power.” If the
417teacher is forced to make too many (inconsequential) connections, it diminishes the power
418of the original information. The building of networks through direct interaction is
419dependent on establishing logics of deduction.
420In a scale-free network model, node A is not limited to direct interaction with node B in
421building a functional information system. And the power (i.e., network status) of the node
422is increased, rather than decreased, through higher levels of connectivity. Each of the nodes
423in the classroom (teacher and students) is interconnected with each other and important
424connections are made laterally and simultaneously rather than in direct one-to-one
425interaction. Moreover, the ability of the teacher (or really any node) to have influence
426within the system is increased as the power of “in” and “out” connections increase. A node
427that takes into account different information, even contradictory information, and responds
428to it will naturally achieve greater influence within the system as a whole. This type of
429scale-free system building has much greater opportunities for establishing logics of
430abduction (without abandoning deduction). As we have argued, this is a very difficult
431information-building model when it is implemented in the traditional classroom, but very
432possible when connectivity (information sharing) is occurring online, especially using Web
4332.0 intelligence-harnessing tools such as blogs and wikis.
434The idea of scale-free networks evolved partially out of research done on the Web. It
435suggests networks develop out of a series of lateral connections with hubs gaining status
436through high degrees of “in” and “out” connections. Scale-free networks suggest
437continuous, integrated interconnections increases status within the network.

438Certainty or value? The logic of blogs

439A primary question that teachers face—especially in heterogeneous classrooms—is the type
440of shared logic possible and/or preferable in the immediate problem-solving activity. The
441logic needs to be tied to the way students perceive and process information. Children in a
442classroom recognize information and the efficacy of educational processes emphasizing
443certainty based on how successful similar information has worked in life experience. We
444develop our thinking based on what brings us positive reinforcement (Sun, 2002), which is
445often context driven. The major premises that we use to determine conclusions offer us a
446sense of certainty and we have little motivation to abandon those premises unless we
447perceive value in the new activity (i.e., brings us some new form of positive
448reinforcement).12

449If students do not perceive any value in presented information, there is little to be gained
450by offering major premises for arguments and teaching students how to follow through on
451logical deduction. Just as important, teachers may be unaware of the connections and
452weighting of information students are making in their own thinking. The technology of the
453Internet offers the opportunity to move beyond this impasse by breaking down the barrier
454between minds in a classroom and between classrooms. Rather than relying on direct

12 Kuhn (1962) actually outlined this idea when describing the way in which scientists hold on to a paradigm
for as long as possible.
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455interactions, classroom participants recognize and communicate with each other within a
456focused system where the development of hypotheses takes precedence.
457We suggest that blogs offer a natural extension of not only how human minds connect
458with each other in a natural problem-solving situation, but the way individual minds
459connect and weight different pockets of unique information (see the way in which Bereiter
460(1991) and Sun (2002) describe this process). The blog is short for Web Log and originally
461was considered a type of personal diary kept on the Internet. Blogs, through the addition of
462hyperlinks and commentary (sometimes combined), have developed hypertext capabilities,
463allowing individuals within a community to extend each other’s thoughts beyond simple
464posts. Blogs offer two crucial, interrelated qualities for system development beyond other
465simple conversation forums (e.g., WebCT). First, they offer the possibility of identifiable,
466stand-alone posts that serve as independent nodes in a system. The premises (and possible
467hypothesis) that each student has for solving the problem can take on a unique,
468recognizable identity that can be traced back to its originator. These identities exist within
469what is, at least initially, a level playing field for promoting the information they believe has
470certainty. Second, blogs allow for hyperlinks to be integrated into posts (and with best
471possible technology into interceding commentary). It is impossible for any blog post to
472dominate without being linked to other (multiple) blog posts. Perhaps just as important, it is
473difficult for any blog to receive multiple “in” links without making multiple “out” links.13

474An innovation that is extremely important to this process (in general, but especially from
475an educational perspective) is the integration of the Semantic Web14 (Davies et al. 2002 Q3;
476Stross 2009) with blog (or wiki) technology. The Semantic Web allows users creating a
477(hyper) link to rename a URL15 (as a URI) through a name chosen by the individual
478creating the link. This enables links between nodes (and through the links, the nodes
479themselves) to take on symbolic identities within the system to go along with their process
480identities. When members of the system (teacher or students) rename links as “good ideas” or
481“interesting approaches” or “confusing tome,” or even “take a look at this,” they are creating, or
482attempting to create, shared meaning based on their own experience-derived understandings of
483the information, for the nodes they are linking to. It is the users (members of the networks) who
484determine both the types of symbols and the legitimacy of symbols describing each node (some
485URIs will be maintained while others quickly disappear).
486We suggest the use of blogs can help in the development certainty-value continuum as
487part of the learning process. To help illustrate some of the possibilities of blogging and
488some of the difficulties, we offer some examples from teacher/researchers who have
489attempted to integrate blogs into their educational processes at different age/grade levels,
490including some of our own experiences with blogs.

13 Some blog posters are already famous having established other arenas for out links such as traditional or
social media and therefore do not need out-power to establish hub status.
14 The Semantic Web actually has a much broader meaning than we are using in the confines of this paper.
Currently the relevance of web pages on the Web is judged primarily through mathematical algorithms. The
web pages with the highest level of links are determined as the most important and when you do a search
these are the first pages to which you are directed (increasing the “power” of the page). Vinton Cerf,
sometimes considered as the “father of the internet,” argues that this idea of Page Ranking is flawed because
it is based on numbers rather than human judgment (Stross 2009). The Semantic web would replace
numbered pages rankings with actual human generated phrases that describe the page or a group of pages.
Technology has not yet caught up to this idea in broad based networks, but use of the Semantic Web can be a
powerful tool in small networks such as those developed out of class activity.
15 A URL simply locates a resource. This means that a URL can often be a string of letters that has no other
function than to take you to the information being sought. A URI both locates information and names it so
that it has a specific, recognizable identity.
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491In an article exploring the use of blogs in elementary education (grades three to six)
492(Boling et al. 2008), students used blogs to make links to new information but also to
493understand course content as hypertext. In a third grade classroom, a character named
494Jefferson Bear (serving as a centralized hub for student in-links and out-links) asked
495students to respond to questions such as how to protect endangered animals or respond to
496being teased. Students would search for answers (either other information sources or their
497own experience) and link them back to the Jefferson Bear hub creating a dynamic system in
498which the students serve as active nodes expanding the knowledge base through their own
499experiences (cultural, historical, or educational). In a fourth grade class, a teacher had
500students read a text then blog about it (asking questions about the text in search of new
501information). One original poster wonders why a young girl is locked in a kitchen if there
502are eggs and flour and an oven there. A student from another, distant class responds with
503sympathetic sensibilities to this post by wondering why the girl was not locked in some
504type of “doungen.” The students use the blog to recreate the story through their own
505experiences about the meaning of kitchen (it might have been a house of horrors for the
506author but it was more of a safe place for the two readers) turning the story into hypertext
507that is more meaningful and/or understandable to the sensibilities of the immediate
508audience. Sixth grade students used blogs to recreate new experiences with each other by
509sharing their creative work. Students from the Philippines, who were sharing the blog,
510explained in response to a poem that they have no experience with snow, changing the
511meaning of the poem for engaged students. Meaning becomes shared and dynamic.16

512In another study, researchers examined the effects of blogging in a college level distance
513course that included students from both Japan and Taiwan (Lin et al. 2006). Students
514became voluntarily more self-reflective and in some cases attempted to align their own
515experiences with the course objectives. Some students also took comments to their blog
516posts as important feedback that motivated them to blog more. The addition of in-links
517through direct commentary turns writing into a continuous process rather than a terminal
518process (one of the goals of Dewey’s educational philosophy (Dewey 1916)). In our own
519classrooms, where blogs have been integrated as central parts of both graduate and
520undergraduate classes, we also found that students, especially undergraduates, are
521motivated to align their own experiences and history with the overall course objectives.
522Many of the students take the course content (e.g., interactive lectures, linked readings) and
523relate it to their own histories and cultural belief systems. Students might offer a
524personalized narrative of something they witnessed or experienced in their lives and then
525provide an embedded link to illustrate/prove their point. Other students comment on the
526original posts, usually as a result of a particularly interesting link or provocative comment.
527Often, students end their post with the phrase “what do you guys think?” (or something
528similar) suggesting they are treating their writing as open-ended. The blog posts can
529become alternative hypotheses to course content, and comments challenge, reinforce, or
530offer their own alternative hypotheses.
531Blogs allow students to take course content and develop it into hypertext, not only by
532offering alternative hypotheses based on experience but, at least in the case of our own
533classes, offering links to promote their original ideas. Creative hyperlinks can take an idea
534in new and unforeseen directions (garnering support through comments that might
535eventually allow students to establish themselves as hubs in the emergent learning system).
536There are two important capabilities lacking however in blogs. The first is that blogs can

16 Vygotsky (1987) has a discussion of how cultural-based differences in the audience’s sense of a single
word can change the entire meaning of an entire story.
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537become hypertext but they can just as easily become a series of self-contained posts where
538there is little communication, let alone the development of discussions about alternative
539hypotheses. The second is that it is difficult to establish viable end products in blogs.
540Students are able to share their thinking and experiences through links and commentary, but
541we have yet to see any students take the next step in a logic of abduction—determine the
542most efficient hypotheses out of competing premises (theoretically in a new post). We still
543believe that blogs can be used for this purpose but it would take a high level of facilitation
544from teachers and/or blog managers. But we believe the self-containment of blog posts and
545difficulty in recreating ideas as interwoven hypertext are two of the primary reasons why
546the use of blogs has been uneven in educational settings (Kim 2008).
547It is difficult to point exactly the types of development that would improve blogs for
548educational purposes. The relationship between blogs and the teaching-learning process
549will most probably go through a process of co-evolution (Bardini 2000). As we grapple
550with how teachers and students use blogs in educational contexts, programmers will
551develop a better idea of the directions the technology needs to move. We have already
552discussed the importance of hyperlinks and the ability to embed them in meaningful ways
553in both posts and comments. It might also help to develop one click links between blogs
554and wiki discussion pages (which we will discuss in the next section) that allows for
555seamless transitions and integrated development of “advanced posts.”
556Perhaps the most important development on the horizon for using blogs in an
557educational context is “blog management.” Management is in many ways critical in
558keeping blogs as active and safe (especially important for students). A tool that has
559been used to great effect for filtering and managing blogs is a ranking system for posts
560and comments. Ranking systems emerged out of a combination of blog evolution and
561the Open Source movement (Stalder and Hirsh 2002). In its simplest form, “trusted
562users” within the blog community rate different posts and comments—one worthwhile, 0
563or no rating for neutral, and −1 for destructive (sometimes referred to as a “troll” rating).
564We are ambivalent about using these types of tools in an educational context. It probably
565would not be beneficial to differentiate “trusted users” from other users of the blog. While
566there should be some type of blog management for removing ad hominem attacks or
567otherwise destructive posts, the general value of posts is probably better determined
568organically. The amount of comments a post has is a marker for value in much the same
569way Google Page Rankings determine value for URLs in the large information universe.
570What would be advantageous for blogs used in educational contexts is if posts could
571move and maintain position on the blog based on number of comments and/or individual
572post views.
573Blogs can serve as a first step of interactive communication in a classroom. They allow
574each member of the classroom to maintain an independent identity (through blog posts),
575while engaging a community in transparent sharing of ideas (through open commentary).
576Blogs can allow a teacher to understand the different thinking of all members of the posting
577community. Blogs can also help a teacher determine if a lesson would be best moving in the
578direction of certainty (deduction) or value (abduction).

579Value and abduction: The logic of wikis

580The information nodes in a Wiki-based network are more dynamic than in a blog. With
581blogs, it is possible to comment on another’s premise but not to directly change it in any
582way. The linkages allow for development of a natural weighting system but often times,
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583nothing novel is actually created out of the process (i.e., no new hypotheses through
584abduction). Wikis enable users within the network to actually enter the shared node and
585change content (either unrestricted or with limited restrictions), thus developing a new node
586based on a combination of previous information and “in power” links. It is possible to set
587up a number of fail safes to ensure that the evolving information nodes remain constructive
588and collaborative and do not become corrupted either by imposition of deductive
589hypotheses or “information vandalizing.” The history of changes can be traced back to
590their original source. Each person who enters a wiki page and makes some type of change is
591leaving an “informational footprint.” Also, and perhaps more important, the evolving
592technology of wikis allow additions and changes that are controversial and disputed to be
593removed to a secondary discussion page.
594Wikis are, in one sense, a step beyond blogs in bringing a logic of abduction (discovery)
595into the educational process. While blogs under the right circumstances, can function as
596impromptu hypertext (e.g., the issue of the kitchen in the previous section), wikis are
597hypertext—this is their primary and in many ways, their only true function. But there is also
598little opportunity for wiki users to become accustomed to non-linear, shared knowledge
599creation, or to retreat back to some more traditional form of linear communication. You
600either use accessible wiki pages as hypertext, or you ignore the unique qualities of wiki
601technology and treat the page as traditional text.
602Studies on the use of wikis in educational settings encapsulate both the promise and the
603difficulties of using this new technology. In a wiki-based study of storytelling (Désilets and
604Paquet 2005), the goal was for students to write a story together (going beyond simply
605re-inventing a story based on their own experiences). Students (4th to 6th grade level)
606engaged in two (and in one condition three) collaborative activities. The first activity was
607story design, the second activity story writing, and the third activity story editing. Students
608worked in synchronous fashion in the activity that was most distant from traditional
609educational practices (story design in which students used arcs to connect nodes on
610different web pages). However, in the more common story writing and editing activities,
611students worked almost exclusively asynchronously. Especially in the writing activities
612students showed more individual ownership over their own work and a hesitancy to intrude
613upon the work of others.
614This sense of ownership and reluctance to add to another’s creative work has shown up
615in other studies, using almost the same age group (Grant 2006) and older students (Grant
6162006; Forte and Bruckman 2010), and reflected our own experiences as we attempted to get
617university students to migrate from blogs to wikis. Even graduate students were reluctant to
618give up individual ownership and responsibility for their work (commenting that they
619would note even post to a wiki until they had gone through multiple drafts, which they then
620considered a finished product). The students were also very reluctant to interfere with other
621students’ writings. Almost all posts and documents were simple additions (often times on a
622completely different tangent from the previous post) rather than any type of change to the
623text.
624In spite of the inherent difficulties in using wiki technology, the possibilities in
625collaborative knowledge development are extraordinary. Both Wikipedia (Lih 2009) and
626development of Open Source projects (Raymond 2001) offer windows into the types of
627community-based activities wiki technology makes available. In both Wikipedia and the
628Open Source movement, emergent communities of users came to believe that traditional
629knowledge strategies leading to useful end products had fallen short (Glassman and Kang
6302010) and were highly motivated to engage in alternative activities in the development of
631knowledge-generating systems.
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632Wikipedia was an unplanned and unexpected phenomenon. The original, envisioned
633product was actually a site called Nupedia, a traditional online encyclopedia with entries
634written by experts. Nupedia’s major contribution would be more efficient access with an
635online database. While developing a plan for entries the founders of Nupedia put up wiki
636pages so that individuals could discuss the possible entries. Very quickly activity on the
637wiki pages swamped interest in Nupedia (the project was eventually abandoned). Users
638became far more interested in alternative hypotheses for possible topics than pre-
639determined expert entries. While the published entries of Wikipedia have garnered deserved
640attention and respect, what may be more important are the dynamic nature of these entries
641and the archived background discussions that lead to their development. Information that is
642challenged by alternative hypotheses must go through rigorous debate to remain on the end
643product page.17

644A second example of the constant sharing and recreation of information through a
645multitude of interweaving nodes (voices) is the way in which ideas develop at the company
646Google (Stross 2009). In describing the process of generating new ideas, a senior software
647engineer offers an approximate replica of Dewey’s intermingling of democracy, logic
648through abduction and experimentation, and education.

649650Ideas at Google do not burst forth from the heads of geniuses and find their way
651unimpeded to huge audiences of receptive users. Rather ideas emerge, are torn to
652shreds, reformulated, prototyped, torn to shreds, launched to internal users, torn to
653shreds, rebuilt and relaunched, torn to shreds, refined some more.... (Stross 2009,
654p. 15)
655

656What is even more relevant than the process is the degree of internal cooperation and
657non-hierarchical problem solving that continues to exist at Google. We would argue that as
658with Wikipedia, it is the process of lateral interconnections that engenders the cooperation
659and leads to successful problem solving through abduction.

660Wikis as a vehicle for knowing

661The possibilities for a wiki as an educational tool presented here are a little bit different than
662some other conceptualizations of wikis—more akin to Engelbart’s ideas on augmentation
663(extension) of the human mind (Bardini 2000) than as a tool in “knowledge building”
664( Q4Cress and Kimmerle 2008; Scardamalia and Bereiter 2006). This difference relates to the
665distinction Dewey (Dewey and Bentley 1949) made between Knowing and the Known.
666Knowledge building is primarily about the known, or “the production and improvement of
667ideas that are shared within a community.” (Peters and Slotta 2010, p. 5). One of the major
668purposes of inquiry is establishment of a knowledge base through collaborative work such
669as community of inquiry (Palincsar 1998) or scaffolding (Slotta and Peters 2008) that can
670be accessed to solve problems. Wikis have been shown to be successful tools for this type
671of collaborative knowledge building (Peters and Slotta 2010; Forte and Bruckman 2010).
672We suggest though that this type of community knowledge building represents only part of
673the wiki’s potential.

17 A couple of years ago, a colleague in a well-known but controversial field of social sciences complained
about a related entry in Wikipedia. Academics in the field offered up alternative hypotheses and most of the
entry migrated to the discussion page. On a recent visit to the entry page, I found the end product still
relatively short while the discussion continued on.
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674As defined by Dewey, knowing is far more focused on the process of how we solve
675problems, and he believed this emphasis on the “how” should play a critical role in the way
676we educate—teaching students to solve critical problems in a manner that is open but also
677uses an “economy of research.” Knowing is, at its most basic level, well designed problem-
678solving experiments, including the development of hypotheses, reliable testing, and
679concrete, direct solutions (Dewey 1938). As possible sources of information increase
680(sometimes exponentially thanks to the Web), problems become more complex, and
681solutions more easily manipulated to fit agendas, it becomes more and more important that
682we educate our students to be objective, interested problem solvers. The ability to find,
683organize, and differentiate information in a scientific process is one of the most important
684human talents. Wiki platforms offer the potential for a dynamic, shared “knowing” where
685individual minds are able to extend out to meet other minds to solve problems as a virtual
686community (Rheingold 2002). Wikipedia is so successful because every post is a constant
687process of negotiation in what Eric Raymond (2001) has referred to as the “principle of
688shared understanding.” Hypotheses are always up for discussion and testing within the
689parameters of the larger community. To see Wikipedia only as a very good, easily
690accessible, collaboratively built knowledge base is to miss its importance as a social,
691political, educational and even economic phenomenon.
692We are not so naive to believe that the Wikipedia dynamic can be easily recreated in the
693classroom. These types of projects heed the type of open, shared ethos towards learning and
694knowing that you find in Open Source communities (Raymond 2001). The implementation
695of wikis we describe here requires a natural co-evolution (Bardini 2000) between students
696understanding of the world around them and new technologies. Successful use of wiki
697technology may be as much about changing student and teacher mind sets and social
698expectations about education as development of new technologies (and technologies will
699also evolve as our expectations about teaching and learning evolve). However, this is not a
700reason not to pursue this technology in the context of a new type of education. The
701implementation of wikis as knowledge building vehicles is a beginning, but we suggest
702only a beginning.
703Wiki technology may fit the promise of Web 2.0 in education more than any other
704technology. It fosters integrated problem solving, and advanced understanding of the
705fungible nature of information and cooperation.

706Conclusion

707There have been two information revolutions in modern history. The first revolution was
708the invention of the printing press which provided a means to transfer the product of
709thinking quickly and across all types of boundaries. The second revolution we believe is the
710Internet and especially its most ubiquitous tool, the Web, which now gives us a means to
711develop educational strategies that focus on the process of thinking. The printing press in
712many ways created the modern day classroom. Education became a process in which
713information stored in print—end products of human thinking processes—were discussed,
714taught and appropriated en masse. There is little doubt that this print-based technology
715increased the store of human knowledge from generation to generation and brought humans
716new ways of thinking about their world. One of the difficulties with this form of education
717is that end products are—end products, static symbols of particular processes that came
718before, and often dealt with the problems of distant and prior worlds. A kitchen is always a
719kitchen in the way the original author envisioned it. The printed word, when used as the
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720major teaching tool, can be a product of social constraint as much as individual discovery.
721For those with little or no connectivity to the author’s premises this stored information can
722actually be debilitating—a problem that becomes larger as the world grows smaller.
723When Dewey first suggested the democratic classroom as a vehicle for purposeful,
724process-based education, we believe it was primarily out of intuition. He tried to translate
725what he believed to be the best and most dynamic aspects of human thinking in goal-
726directed activity to the traditional classroom—but he lacked a way to conceptualize this
727systems (network) based process, let alone operationalize or provide a way to measure
728progress in the process. Dewey and those who followed in his wake were not willing to
729give classrooms over to deduction-based strategies because deduction does not result in
730activities that get to the core of what made humans unique, and engenders the possibility for
731dark outcomes (controlling, rather than inventing behavior). Dewey knew that there were
732deductive lessons to be learned, but wanted to maintain at least some doubt of certainty
733(Dewey 1938). Up until recently, there was no mechanism that allowed the classroom to
734function as a living, breathing system capable of growth that mirrored human progress. It
735took another revolution on the scale of the printing press. The Internet heralds that
736revolution, changing the way we understand and use information—which in essence
737changes who we are. The Internet takes Dewey’s intuitions and makes them concrete
738concepts observable in action.
739Too often the changes the Internet brings are seen in terms of quantity—the speed in
740which we can send, retrieve, find and access information or the ability to modify, store and
741present information in different forms. While all this is true, we believe the true promise of
742the Internet is in qualitatively changing the way we think about information and goal-driven
743activity—and the processes of teaching and learning. The Internet, in a time frame at times
744too fast to comprehend, has taken us to the cusp of a revolution in education—a revolution
745at least in part first envisioned a century ago.
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